
5  S O C I A L  M E D I A
L A U N C H  T I P S

SHARE YOUR STORY
 ON A PERSONAL PAGE

Social is always about stories, not about the
hard sell. What do I mean? Here is an
example of what you might post:  "I'm
launching ___ because I ___ about the

product. I fell in love with ___, and I'm most
excited about ___! I want to add ___ to my

life."  Then share pics of you, the product, etc.
Finally, ask questions. Has anyone tried it?

Invite them to comment if curious and want
more info!

GO LIVE!
UNBOX YOUR PRODUCTS  

It's your QVC moment. Do a 5-10 minute video
highlighting the benefits of the products, not
detailed 411. Comment on feel, smell, texture,
experience, and expected results. You might
be a bit scared at first, but online is the place

to be for engagement, so get over it! Use your
personal page first. Get interaction by

welcoming your network and asking for
comments and questions.

FOLLOW UP ON ALL
COMMENTS & LIKES

Don't post and pray OR post and ghost! When
people comment, reply to the comment and
follow up with a DM, text, call, etc. if you are
serious about it resulting in a sale or future

value. Social is not about immediate sales, it is
about building a prospective customer list

and creating an active dialogue that will lead
to sales over time.

EVENTS MAKE THE 
MAGIC HAPPEN 

Schedule an in-person or virtual event to
engage with interested people. You can share
samples, offer personal suggestions, let your
guests sample the product and you’ll get to
know more about what they like and don’t

like.  You can create long term value through
personalized experiences!

BE IN SERVICE, BE YOU, BE ENGAGING. 
BE UPLIFTING, SHARE STORIES AND ADD VALUE.

Rather than think about what sales you can get out of your content, think about the value you
are creating for your followers!  Only 80% of posts should be overtly business related. What
would you tell people on a microphone at a community festival?  Be authentic, but don't be

overly negative, ridiculously positive & perfect, or overshare. Balance #hotmess vs. #blessed.
Share your life, family, and passions so people truly know you.

 

learn more at jessicaherrin.com and on the Self Made Podcast
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